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Abstract

Expectations are key in modern macroeconomics. However, due to their scant measur-
ability, policymakers often rely on survey data. It is thus of critical importance to know the
limits of survey data use. We look at inflation expectations as measured through the De-
loitte CFO Survey Switzerland and respondents’ sensitivity to question ordering thereof.
In particular, we investigate whether forecast inconsistencies—the discrepancies between
point forecasts and measures of central tendency derived from density forecasts—change
significantly depending on whether the point forecast or the density forecast is asked first.
We find that a) forecast inconsistencies are sizeable in the data and b) question order-
ing matters. Specifically, both parametric and non-parametric evaluations of consistency
show that c) point forecasts tend to be significantly higher than density forecasts only for
those respondents who give a density forecast first. In addition, d) characteristics such as
uncertainty, firm size and economic sector relate to inconsistencies.
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1 Introduction
Expectations are key variables in macroeconomics. However, they are hardly measurable.

One way to gauge expectations of either households, professional forecasters or firms is in the
form of surveys. At least since Lucas (1972), economists have been widely assuming rational
expectations of agents regarding future macroeconomic variables such as income and inflation.
In other words, expectations are generally thought to be objectively and optimally formed
given all available information. This also means that agents are assumed to be able at all times
and under any circumstances to formulate clear and consistent answers. However, cognitive
science has documented that seemingly innocuous factors such as purpose of the surveyor,
topics covered, ordinary conversational norms, question length, wording and ordering, and
many others can have a significant impact on survey responses. These effects are known as
question effects and have been studied in various fields, including economics.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first study to address question ordering
in inflation expectations. We analyse whether question ordering is crucial for forecast incon-
sistencies, i.e., the discrepancies between point forecasts and measures of central tendency
derived from density forecasts, in inflation expectations. To do so, we make use of the De-
loitte CFO Survey Switzerland, which contains two questions about expected inflation in two
years’ time: the first question asks for a point forecast, the second question asks for a den-
sity forecast. From 2014 Q4 until 2017 Q3 we set up an experiment and randomly assigned
the order of these two questions to each of the survey respondents. We first assess whether
there exists a persistent discrepancy—a forecast inconsistency—between point forecasts and
measures of central tendency derived from density forecasts. We then study whether these
forecast inconsistencies change significantly depending on the specific order in which these two
questions are asked, i.e., point forecast first and density forecasts second or vice versa. We
further investigate the relationship between consistency and firm characteristics, such as the
size of the firm or the economic sector.

We find that a) forecast inconsistencies are sizeable in the data: approximately 18 to 25
percent of all forecasts are inconsistent. We also find that b) question ordering matters. Ask-
ing the density forecast before the point forecast results in an approximately 5 percentage
point increase in inconsistencies on average, whereby the question ordering impacts mainly
the answers to the point forecast, while the answers to the density forecast seem to be al-
most unaffected. In addition, c) forecasts are not equally distributed below and above their
thresholds of consistency: central tendency measures derived from density forecasts generally
reflect lower inflation expectations than point forecasts. This difference is statistically signifi-
cant mostly for those who are asked the density forecast first. Furthermore, d) characteristics
such as uncertainty, firm size and economic sector seem to play a role too: bigger firms from
the service sector tend to be more consistent, and higher uncertainty is associated with more
inconsistencies.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the
related literature. Section 3 describes the data and our experiment. Section 4 investigates the
effects of question ordering on forecast inconsistencies using non-parametric and parametric
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methods and shows the results. Section 5 discusses these results and further investigates the
relationship between consistency and firm characteristics. Section 6 concludes.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Survey Methodology

That seemingly innocuous factors might affect survey responses is not a new idea. There
exists extensive literature in the field of cognitive science, in particular, that addresses respon-
dents’ sensitivity to survey methodology. Generally, to the extent that an interview is a form
of discussion, it is believed that the principles governing question effects should be compa-
rable to those governing the conduct of everyday life conversations (Bradburn, Sudman, and
Wansink, 2004).1 Interviewees are therefore thought to answer to both, the actual questions
and the context in which they are asked. This includes the purpose of the surveyor, the topics
covered by the survey, ordinary conversational norms, etc. However, it also refers to various
characteristics such as question length, wording and ordering.2

In surveys, we are often interested in respondents’ attitudes towards both a general ob-
ject and specific aspects thereof. This usually translates into asking a general and a specific
question consecutively. Consequently, Gobo and Mauceri (2014) argue that this produces an
assimilation effect causing the respondent to take the first question as the premise of the sec-
ond. A bias may occur in this context because the respondent aims to answer in a supposedly
consistent way. However, the assimilation effect operates in different ways depending on the
order of the questions, their degree of connection, and whether they refer to social norms. In
this respect, it is believed that when a general and specific question are asked consecutively,
answers to the general one are influenced by its position, while those to the specific one are not
(Bradburn, Sudman, and Wansink, 2004).3 Despite the robustness of the latter observation,
determining the direction of the bias is not an easy task. In fact, according to Gobo and
Mauceri (2014), several sub-phenomena are at play in this context. In short, the assimilation
is assumed to be either inclusive, in which case the general question summarizes the attitude
towards the object of interest (that is, including what the specific question is about), or exclu-
sive, in which case the general question refers to everything except the content already implied
by the specific question.

Another effect is at play and relates to social norms and values. Even-handedness describes
the fact that when two items share a common underlying value but one is more popular than
the other, asking first about the more popular one strengthens the value so that it holds true
for the subsequent item. See for example Rugg and Cantril (1944); Link (1946); Hyman and
Sheatsley (1950); Schuman and Ludwig (1983).

1For a review on the cognitive psychological theory behind surveys, see Sudman, Bradburn, and Schwarz
(1996) or Tourangeau et al. (2000). For a general discussion on attitude measurements, see Petty and Cacioppo
(1996), Schwarz (2008), or Petty and Krosnick (2014).

2On the theoretical side, Gobo and Mauceri (2014) report that the so-called cooperative principle introduced
by Grice et al. (1975) underpins question effects. This principle states that participants in a conversation
typically presuppose a mutual contribution to it that is accurate, informative and relevant—later stages thus
being always tied to what comes before. On the empirical side, potential biases introduced by the context
and meaning of adjacent questions have been acknowledged in early works of survey research. Schuman and
Presser (1981) provide useful insights into many empirical studies and experiments on question effects.

3Why this is the case, on the other hand, remains a “mystery” (Bradburn and Danis, 1984, p. 117).
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2.2 Economic Surveys
In economics, surveys of opinion constitute a typical instrument to measure expectations

of market participants, policymakers, and researchers. In the light of our previous discussion,
there is reason to believe that survey methodology also matters for survey responses in eco-
nomic surveys. Moreover, there exists an empirical body in the economic literature that points
towards the presence of question effects. For instance, Bruine de Bruin et al. (2012) study
the effect of question wording regarding inflation expectations of households.4 They run an
experiment where they randomly assign respondents one of three different ways of wording
inflation: “prices in general”, “prices you pay” and “inflation”. Comparing the respective me-
dians through Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests, they find that “prices you pay” and “prices in
general” yield similar responses, but of higher expectation and disagreement than questions
about “inflation”. The authors argue that respondents are more prone to think about extreme
personal price experiences when asked about “prices in general” and “prices you pay” than
about “inflation”, the latter performing better in pinning down the theoretical concept.

Another empirical body of research studies forecast biases and inconsistencies by compar-
ing point forecasts with density forecasts, questions which, for example, are included in the
Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF). To collect this type of forecast, the questionnaire in-
vites interviewees to assign probabilities to several suggested intervals of future realizations of
inflation. Conceptually speaking, answering such questions amounts to drawing a histogram,
providing the surveyor with a discrete distribution over expected inflation. Although no pa-
rameter underlying the distribution is explicitly reported by the respondent, it is possible
to infer some of them—such as the mean and variance—in various ways depending on the
assumptions about the distribution one makes.5

The early literature comparing point and density forecasts explored uncertainty.6 Zarnowitz
and Lambros (1987) first addressed the soundness of a then common practice of associating
consensus—the dispersion of point predictions—with uncertainty—the diffuseness of the cor-
responding probability distributions. The goal was to investigate whether a high degree of
consensus among forecasters reflects general certainty, or in other words, if the interpersonal
dispersion is a good proxy for the intrapersonal one. They found that the standard deviation
of point forecasts tends to understate the mean dispersion of individual density forecasts, al-
though they remain generally positively correlated. Giordani and Söderlind (2003) followed
by comparing and discussing the relevance of both measures plus a third one, the variance
of aggregate histograms, in capturing uncertainty.7 They argue that they are all relevant de-
pending on what one wishes to capture and find that disagreement (i.e., lack of consensus) is
a reasonable proxy for uncertainty.

However, another concern that has been raised more recently in the literature comes from
the observation that point forecasts and measures of central tendency derived from density
forecasts do not always match. These apparent forecast inconsistencies have been acknowl-
edged first by Engelberg, Manski, and Williams (2009), who assessed consistency using both a

4Initial results can be found in Van der Klaauw et al. (2008) and Bruine de Bruin et al. (2010).
5For a survey on density forecasts, their applications, evaluations and limits, see Tay and Wallis (2000).
6A comprehensive list of economic research using SPF data is available on Philadelphia Fed’s website.
7Aggregate histograms are obtained by averaging over individuals the probability assigned to each bin.
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non-parametric and a parametric approach. The non-parametric approach consists of verifying
solely if the point forecast lies within a subjective range whose bounds are constructed using
the lower and upper bounds of the questionnaire, respectively.8 Accordingly, consistency is
either true or false. In that sense, the non-parametric approach yields an agnostic assessment
of consistency but gives no information as to the degree of consistency a particular individual
shows. In contrast, the parametric techniques explicitly extract parameters from density fore-
casts, but they require assumptions on the underlying distribution. Looking at non-parametric
subjective means, medians and modes, Engelberg et al. (2009) observe that approximately 10
to 20 percent of the responses are inconsistent both regarding GDP growth and inflation, but
less so for latter quarters of the year. They argue that this is due to the nature of the SPF,
which asks about end-of-year forecasts—the horizon of the forecasts being thus reduced every
quarter.

More interestingly, they find that among those point forecasts that are inconsistent with
their respective density forecast, a higher proportion underestimates inflation, and overesti-
mates GDP growth. This tendency to submit an overly optimistic point forecast is confirmed
by the parametric approach which, by fitting generalized beta distributions to the density fore-
casts, shows that approximately 40 percent of point predictions are higher than their fitted
median for GDP growth, whereas approximately 70 percent are below regarding inflation.

Other contributions point towards the fact that professional forecasters are not necessarily
internally consistent and tend to provide point forecasts that are rosier than their density
forecast, see, e.g., Clements (2009), Garcia and Manzanares (2007) or Boero, Smith, and
Wallis (2008). Overall, the results are in line with those of Engelberg et al. (2009) and
Clements (2009) in that reporting biases are quite frequent and generally reflect an overly
optimistic scenario, i.e., insufficient inflation and excessive GDP growth.

What could rationalize forecasters’ inclination towards favourable outcomes? A hypoth-
esis that has been put forward is that forecasters use asymmetric loss functions. The idea
that forecasters may face different costs whether they over- or underestimate future variables
originates as a response to the critique that forecasts are recurrently biased, suggesting the
existence of a bound on rationality.9 Clements (2010) rather advocates in favour of bounded
rationality.

Another hypothesis could be that neither the mean, median nor mode is reported by the
forecaster. After all, none of the aforementioned surveys asks for specific statistics, but rather
for a best prediction, which can be heterogeneously interpreted among respondents as a formal
statistic or an informal appraisal. Meyler and Rubene (2009) and Stark (2013) study the effect
of judgement and show that forecasters rely on both mathematical models and judgement to
form their forecasts.10

8See section 4.1 for more details.
9See Conlisk (1996) for the critique, and notably Elliott, Komunjer, and Timmermann (2008), and Capistrán

and Timmermann (2009) for the asymmetric loss hypothesis.
10The ECB and the Philadelphia Fed respectively issued a special questionnaire to gauge how their panellists

compute and provide their predictions. The ECB reports that interviewees on average weight judgement as
contributing up to 40 percent of their forecast. Approximately 80 percent of the respondents produce their
density forecast solely based on judgement. When asked about which statistic they refer to for their point
forecast, approximately 75 percent checked the mean, 20 percent the median, and 7 percent the mode. The
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All in all, these findings taken together point towards economic surveys being subject to
question effects. In this paper, we focus on the sensitivity of survey responses to question
ordering in regard to inflation expectations. In particular, our goal is to investigate whether
question ordering helps in understanding the amount of forecast inconsistencies in surveys
about future inflation. In other words, do the discrepancies between point forecasts and
measures of central tendency derived from density forecasts change significantly depending on
whether the point forecast or the density forecast is asked first?

3 Data
3.1 The Deloitte CFO Survey

In this paper, we use data from the Deloitte CFO Survey conducted in Switzerland at
a quarterly frequency since the third quarter of 2009. The survey covers the views of Chief
Financial Officers (CFOs) and Group Financial Directors of companies in Switzerland from all
relevant sectors on their outlook for business, as well as on financing, risks and strategies. The
number of respondents varies but is usually over a hundred firms. Participants are emailed
each quarter to fill in the questionnaire. However, for reasons of anonymity, Deloitte does
not provide the individual identifiers. We are thus unable to exploit the panel structure. In
addition, the panel of participating CFOs changes as well.

The survey is conducted online, and the participants do not have to provide answers for all
the questions to complete the survey. The survey covers 20 questions that recur each quarter
and approximately 10 questions unique to the financial conditions of the previous quarter.11

Since our focus lies on inflation expectations, we will mainly look at the two following
questions:

1. In two years’ time, what annual rate of inflation, as measured by the Swiss
consumer price index, do you expect?

2. In two years’ time, where do you expect the annual rate of inflation (Swiss
Consumer Price Index) to be?

(−∞,−4], (−4,−2], (−2,−1], (−1, 0], (0, 1], (1, 2], (2, 4], (4,+∞)

The first question asks for a point estimate of two-year-ahead annual inflation rate (in
percent), while the second offers a fixed number of intervals for the same rate, to which re-
spondents are requested to assign probabilities. These intervals together form a symmetric
eight-bin centred histogram. At the interval level, we interpret missing values as zeros. If
the assigned probabilities do not add up to 100% we normalize them so that they add up
to 100%. Moreover, for our analysis we exclude observations where either answer is miss-
ing. Appendix A.1 provides additional information about missing observations, the assigned
probabilities and their normalization.

In addition to inflation expectations, the questionnaire provides information on the re-
sponding firm. In particular, three questions allow us to know more about the size, the
openness and the sector of the firm:

Philadelphia Fed presents a similar picture: 80 percent of their interviewed panellists revealed that they rely
on both mathematical models and judgement to form their forecasts.

11For more details see www2.deloitte.com.
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3. What was your company’s turnover in the last financial year?

4. How much of your company’s revenues are earned outside Switzerland?

5. In which sector does your company primarily operate?

Question 3 offers several intervals that we group into two categories: less than CHF 500
million (low turnover), and CHF 500 million or more (high turnover). Question 4 answers
are regrouped as follows: less than one third (low share), and one third or more (high share).
Question 5 suggests a list of several “sectors” from which respondents are allowed to select more
than one answer. We group all combinations into three sectors: construction, manufacturing,
and services.12

3.2 The Experiment
As of 2014 Q1 we implemented the following experiment together with Deloitte: until then,

questions 1 and 2 were always asked in the same order—point forecast first, density forecast
second. From 2014 Q1 the order was assigned randomly to participants. The implementation
took some time. Until 2014 Q3 we had to assign the ordering manually as follows. First,
participants had to answer the point forecast, then the density forecast. We then switched
the ordering after approximately 50% of the CFOs whom we expected to participate in the
respective quarter concluded the survey. We are fully aware that these two groups might have
had quite different information sets each quarter. This in turn could have influenced their
answers on inflation expectations. We therefore treat 2014 Q1 until 2014 Q3 as a trial period.
From 2014 Q4 onwards, the computer program was adjusted such that the order of the two
questions was completely randomized with no manual interference, giving each respondent a
true 50% chance of seeing the point before the density forecast or the other way around. On
the computer screen, the participants only see one question at a time. The following analysis
of inconsistency of the forecasts will be based on the sample with complete randomization,
i.e., from 2014 Q4 until 2017 Q3.

Table 1 shows the summary statistics of the data we analyse. It shows the number of
observations that were first assigned the point, respectively the density forecast and their
respective sample mean. It also gives an overview of the average assigned probability for each
bin of the density forecast. In addition, it reports details regarding the turnover, openness
and sector of the firms. The statistical analysis of the differences between the group that was
first asked a density forecast and the group that was first asked a point forecast and of their
forecast inconsistencies is the subject of the following section.

4 Estimation & Results
4.1 Methodology

Generally, a forecaster is said to be internally consistent if he or she gives the same answer
to two identical questions asked differently. In our case, each point forecast can reasonably be
thought to match some statistic derived from the respective subjective probability distribution
function underlying expectations over future inflation, which in turn should be summarized

12The groups are constructed to match the statistical classification of economic activities in the European
Community (NACE) at best.
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Table 1: Deloitte CFO Survey Summary Statistics

Variable Observations Mean Std. dev.
N ND NP µ µD µP σ σD σP

Inflation Expectations
1) Point Forecast 1268 631 637 0.84 0.92 0.76 0.65 0.63 0.67
Two-years-ahead inflation expec-
tation

2) Density Forecast 1268 631 637
Probability that two-years-ahead
inflation lie within. . .
(−∞,−4] 0.09 0.11 0.07 0.96 1.29 0.46
(−4,−2] 0.54 0.45 0.64 2.25 1.59 2.75
(−2,−1] 3.33 3.46 3.19 8.15 8.67 7.60
(−1, 0] 16.83 17.49 16.19 17.33 18.28 16.33
(0, 1] 47.41 47.27 47.54 24.71 24.95 24.49
(1, 2] 25.09 24.37 25.82 20.98 20.82 21.12
(2, 4] 6.04 6.14 5.93 9.61 10.02 9.18
(4,+∞) 0.66 0.71 0.62 3.73 4.46 2.85

Attributes
3) Turnover 1255 625 630
For the last financial year (mil-
lions CHF)
[0, 50) 240 129 111
(50, 100] 191 86 105
(100, 500] 378 180 198
(500, 1000] 148 74 74
(1000,+∞) 298 156 142

4) Openness 1222 616 606
Share of revenues earned abroad
[0, 1/3) 517 256 261
[1/3, 2/3) 118 56 62
[2/3, 1] 587 304 283

5) Sector 1256 624 632
Construction 103 56 47
Manufacturing 590 294 296
Services 563 274 289

Notes: Each cell represents the number of observations (Ni), the sample mean (µi), or the sample standard
deviation σi from group i = P,D for the sample between 2014 Q4 and 2017 Q3, i.e., during the experiment.
P (D) denotes the respondents who were asked for a point (density) forecast first.

in each density forecast. In other words, if we knew each respondent’s forecasting model and
the statistic reported as the point forecast, we should be able to map density forecasts into
point forecasts almost exactly. We could then confidently consider any difference as a forecast
inconsistency. Unfortunately, with the data at hand we need to make assumptions to match
density forecasts with their respective point forecasts.

There are two approaches to assessing consistency between point forecasts and density
forecasts: the non-parametric and the parametric one. The non-parametric approach binds
consistency by using the edges of each interval given in the survey but makes no further as-
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sumption regarding the underlying subjective distribution. The parametric approach, however,
explicitly states the shape of the distribution and may rely on fitting techniques to obtain its
parameters such as the mean and variance. The fundamental difference between these two
methods lies in whether one wishes to assume how the probability mass is distributed within
each bin. We therefore face a trade-off: While the non-parametric approach provides a more
agnostic assessment, it does not give any information as to the degree of inconsistency one
forecaster might show. In particular, under the non-parametric approach, we are only able to
say whether a forecast is consistent or not, whereas the parametric approach tells us exactly
by how much.

As for the parametric approach, we will follow Zarnowitz and Lambros (1987). This widely
applied approach only assumes that the probability mass of density forecasts is located at the
centre of each bin. This allows us to compute the midpoint of each density forecast, i.e., its
subjective mean.13 A technical requirement however is to close the interval of the first and the
last bin. In Question 2 (see Section 3) the first and the last bin is formulated as a one-sided
open interval. To close the interval, we attribute the value −6 and 6, as it reproduces the
length of 2 percentage points of inflation of the intervals, respectively, following and preceding
them.14 A drawback of this methodology is that it over-evaluates the variance under bell-
shaped densities. In this respect, the so-called Sheppard’s correction may help to obtain a
more realistic estimate of the variance but is only computable if the bins are of the same
size, which is not the case in the Deloitte CFO Survey. Notwithstanding, because we are not
required to accurately evaluate the uncertainty surrounding density forecasts in our set-up, we
chose to follow the abovementioned approach for its readability and simplicity.15

The following example should illustrate the difference between both approaches: If a fore-
caster assigns the probabilities 0.3, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1 to the bins (−1, 0], (0, 1], (1, 2], (2, 4] respec-
tively and 0 elsewhere, then the non-parametric approach binds midpoint consistency between
−1 · 0.3+0 · 0.4+1 · 0.2+2 · 0.1 = 0.1 and 0 · 0.3+1 · 0.4+2 · 0.2+4 · 0.1 = 1.2. The forecast is
then considered consistent if the point forecast lies within (0.1, 1.2]. The lower (upper) bound
accounts for the possibility that the forecaster always considered the lowest (highest) value
of the bin while reporting the probabilities. By contrast, the parametric approach infers that
the subjective midpoint be exactly −0.5 · 0.3 + 0.5 · 0.4 + 1.5 · 0.2 + 3 · 0.1 = 0.65, because
it supposes that the forecaster always and exclusively considered the centre of the bin. Any
deviation of the point forecast from this value can then be associated with inconsistency.

As the point estimate question does not specify what statistic of the subjective probability
distribution the respondent should report, forecasters might report the median of their subjec-
tive distribution as their point forecast rather than the midpoint. To account for this case, we
computed subjective medians as follows. In the non-parametric case, the subjective median is
the first interval itself whose cumulative probability is 50 percent or more. In the parametric

13Assuming the mass is uniformly distributed within each bin produces equivalent midpoint estimates.
14This choice is virtually irrelevant, since only 2.5 percent of the treatment sample assigned a probability

greater than or equal to 10% to either of the extreme bins. All our results remain robust for other choices.
15Appendix A.2 describes an alternative approach which consists in fitting normal distributions to individual

density forecasts by numerical optimization as in Giordani and Söderlind (2003). All our results are robust to
such methodology as shown in Appendix A.3.
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Table 2: Midpoint and Median Forecast Consistency by Question Ordering

Subjective Midpoint Subjective Median

Consistent Below Above Consistent Below Above

Quarter λc
P λc

D λb
P λb

D λa
P λa

D λc
P λc

D λb
P λb

D λa
P λa

D

2014 Q4 80.3 82.1 9.8 1.8 9.8 16.1 72.1 71.4 14.8 1.8 13.1 26.8
2015 Q1 81.4 66.7 8.5 10.5 10.2 22.8 74.6 73.7 16.9 12.3 8.5 14.0
2015 Q2 74.5 62.0 14.5 8.0 10.9 30.0 67.3 60.0 21.8 4.0 10.9 36.0
2015 Q3 83.7 73.1 4.1 3.8 12.2 23.1 79.6 73.1 8.2 5.8 12.2 21.2
2015 Q4 77.2 71.9 17.5 1.8 5.3 26.3 78.9 73.7 15.8 1.8 5.3 24.6
2016 Q1 87.7 80.4 8.8 5.9 3.5 13.7 77.2 78.4 12.3 7.8 10.5 13.7
2016 Q2 76.5 81.5 17.6 3.7 5.9 14.8 52.9 64.8 29.4 7.4 17.6 27.8
2016 Q3 86.0 71.2 6.0 5.8 8.0 23.1 84.0 59.6 8.0 13.5 8.0 26.9
2016 Q4 80.4 81.3 7.8 4.2 11.8 14.6 80.4 79.2 5.9 4.2 13.7 16.7
2017 Q1 80.4 76.4 5.9 0.0 13.7 23.6 76.5 72.7 9.8 1.8 13.7 25.5
2017 Q2 75.6 79.6 8.9 2.0 15.6 18.4 68.9 75.5 17.8 6.1 13.3 18.4
2017 Q3 96.1 78.0 2.0 0.0 2.0 22.0 80.4 70.0 9.8 2.0 9.8 28.0
Pooled 81.6 75.3 9.4 4.0 8.9 20.8 74.4 71.0 14.3 5.7 11.3 23.3
Notes: Each cell represents the percentage λk

i of respondents from group i = P,D falling in the category
k = c, b, a, for the quarter in row. The subscripts P (D) denotes the respondents who were asked for a point
(density) forecast first. The superscripts c, b, a respectively denote whether the point forecast lies within,
below or above its level of consistency.

case, it is the middle of the same interval.16

4.2 Non-Parametric Approach
Table 2 displays the results of the non-parametric approach. For each quarter of the

experiment and by question ordering, it shows the percentage of respondents that gave a point
forecast respectively within, below or above their respective interval of consistency, evaluated
according to the above described non-parametric subjective midpoints and according to the
non-parametric subjective medians. We denote such percentages by λk

i , where i = P,D stands
respectively for the group of respondents who were asked for a point forecast or a density
forecast first, and k = c, b, a stands respectively for consistent, below and above. The last row
depicts the pooled sample.

Focusing on midpoints, we observe a proportion of consistency that ranges from 74.5 to
96.1 percent for the P group, and from 62 to 82.1 for the D group. Quarterly consistency
between the groups correlates by 19.4 percent, which indicates that time-varying macro factors
exert a common pressure on consistency although in a relatively low manner. Looking at the
pooled sample tells us that those respondents who reported their point forecast before their
density forecast were consistent in 81.6 percent of the cases, whereas those who reported their
density forecast first were consistent in 75.3 percent of the cases. In other words, consistency
(as defined by the non-parametric approach) of the P group exceeded that of the D group,
on average, by a 6.3 percentage points margin. This difference of 6.3 percentage points is
statistically significant at the 1% level as seen in Table 10 in the Appendix A.4.

More interestingly, a quick inspection of inconsistent forecasts reveals that the proportion
of point forecasts that lie above and below their respective level of consistency is quite het-

16Equivalently, one might be interested in assessing mode consistency. Because this requires further assump-
tions, we detail such analysis and show the robustness of our results thereto in Appendix A.3, Table 7.
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erogeneous and depends on question ordering. For those who were asked for a point forecast
first, the amount of under-evaluations of point forecasts relative to density forecasts ranges
between 2 and 17.6 percent, while this amount ranges only between 0 and 10.5 percent for the
other group. Conversely, the proportion of over-evaluated point forecasts varies from 2 to 15.6
percent for the P group, while it goes from 14.6 to as much as 30 percent for the D group.

In total, those who reported a point forecast first understated inflation slightly more often
(9.4 percent below versus 8.9 percent above), while the others almost systematically overstated
inflation (4 percent below versus 20.8 percent above). In other words, being asked for the
density forecast before the point forecast not only increases the amount of inconsistency but
also makes it more likely for the point forecast to overstate the level of inflation as suggested
by the density forecast.

The scrutiny of median non-parametric consistency gives the same general message. In-
terestingly, consistency occurs less often in the data when we evaluate consistency based on
the relationship between point forecasts and subjective medians. This may indicate that fore-
casters actually link their point forecast to the mean of their density forecast rather than to
the median thereof. Notwithstanding, the P group remains more consistent than the D group
by 3.4 percentage points. However, this difference is not significant as we show in Table 10 in
the Appendix A.4. Moreover, the pattern in the discrepancies between excessively high and
excessively low point forecasts as a function of question ordering is preserved.

Overall, these results provide evidence that question ordering matters. In particular, asking
for a point forecast before a density forecast seems to result in fewer occurrences of inconsis-
tency. Furthermore, it appears that asking first for a point (density) forecast produces a slight
(strong) tendency to report point forecasts reflecting a lower (higher) level of inflation than
the respective subjective midpoints and medians. Therefore, our non-parametric assessment
of consistency indicates that the effect of question ordering is twofold, for it both strongly
impacts the amount of inconsistencies and their nature.

4.3 Parametric Approach
The parametric approach allows us to derive from the density forecasts some measures of

central tendency that are in levels. However, as detailed above, it requires assumptions. The
measure we are focusing on in our analysis is the midpoint, i.e., the subjective mean of density
forecasts under the assumption that the probability mass is exactly located at the centre of
each bin.

Figure 1 plots, for each question ordering, the histogram of subjective midpoints against
the histogram of point forecasts in the pooled sample (from 2014 Q4 to 2017 Q3). In particular,
it shows the fraction of respondents who reported a forecast corresponding to a certain level
of inflation (in bins of size 0.5 percentage points), either directly (subjective point forecasts,
in translucent-white) or indirectly (subjective midpoints, in blue).

On the one hand, it appears that the distribution of subjective midpoints is quite homo-
geneous between the groups (i.e., comparing the left and the right panel), with a fraction of
almost 70 percent of all midpoints being comprised between 0 and 1 percent of inflation. On
the other hand, however, it seems that the distribution of point forecasts shifts towards the
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Figure 1: Point Forecasts and Subjective Midpoints by Question Ordering
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Notes: The figure plots, for each group, the fraction of respondents (from 2014 Q4 to 2017
Q3) who reported a forecast corresponding to a certain level of inflation (in bins of size
0.5 percentage points), either directly (point forecast, in white) or indirectly (subjective
midpoint derived from density forecast, in blue).

centre of the distribution of subjective midpoints when one jumps from the right to the left
panel. Indeed, while approximately 50 percent of point forecasts lie between 0 and 1 percent
of inflation for the P group, only approximately 35 percent do for the D group.

Clearly, forecasters being asked for the point forecast before the density forecast generally
give a point forecast that is more in line with the density forecast than forecasters facing the
opposite ordering. In other words, we can already confirm the result from the non-parametric
analysis, that forecasters tend to be less consistent when they first report a density forecast.

Figure 2 breaks down point forecasts and subjective midpoints by group and quarterly
averages, and plots them as a time series. The dashed vertical line marks the implementation
of the experiment (trial period), while the solid vertical line marks the starting point of our
analysis (i.e., from 2014 Q4 to 2017 Q3). The blue solid line represents quarterly averages
of point forecasts, respectively subjective midpoints for the pre-experiment period. The blue
dashed line depicts quarterly averages of point forecasts, respectively subjective midpoints for
the P group and the red dashed dotted line the ones for the D group. Recall that before the
implementation of the experiment (i.e., from 2012 Q1 to 2014 Q1), point forecasts were always
asked before density forecasts. The blue dashed line, which shows the results of the group
that sees the point forecast question first (P group), can therefore be expected to follow the
pattern of the solid blue line (like a control group) – any deviation of the red dashed dotted
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Figure 2: Quarterly Point Forecasts and Subjective Midpoints
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Notes: The dashed vertical line marks the implementation of the experiment, while the
solid vertical line marks the starting point of our analysis.

line from the blue dashed line can thus be interpreted as the effect of flipping the question
ordering (i.e., the treatment effect). Comparing the point forecasts between the two groups
shows that the average point forecast of the D group is somewhat persistently higher than
that of the P group (Figure 2, top panel). For the average midpoint one can barely distinguish
the two series (Figure 2, bottom panel).

Table 3 formalizes these observations for the pooled series. First, it shows the sample mean
point forecast of the D and the P group and the respective standard deviation. The 0.16

percentage points difference in the mean point forecasts between the two groups is statistically
significant, while the 0.94 ratio between their respective standard deviations is not.

Second, Table 3 shows the mean probabilities assigned to each bin for both groups. The
mean probabilities assigned to each bin can never be said to differ significantly between the
groups. However, we reject equal variance of the assigned probability between groups for all
but two of the eight bins. Interestingly, these two bins together comprise inflation from above
zero to below two percent, and account on average for more than 70 percent of cumulated
probability. Given that the Swiss National Bank defines price stability as an annual inflation
rate below 2% but positive, this result suggests that credibility by forecasters about the ca-
pacity of the central bank to achieve its target is not affected by question ordering. In other
words, inflation expectations seem to be too well anchored regarding “normal territories” for
question ordering to affect the variability of its associated probability (which, as we noted
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Table 3: Comparison Between Groups

Variable Mean Std. dev.
µD µP µD − µP σD σP σD/σP

Inflation Expectations
1) Point Forecast 0.92 0.76 0.16∗∗∗ (4.3) 0.63 0.67 0.94 (0.9)
Two-years-ahead inflation expec-
tation

2) Density Forecast
Probability that two-years-ahead
inflation lie within. . .
(−∞,−4] 0.11 0.07 0.04 (0.8) 1.29 0.46 2.8∗∗∗ (8.0)
(−4,−2] 0.45 0.64 −0.19 (−1.5) 1.59 2.75 0.58∗∗∗ (0.3)
(−2,−1] 3.46 3.19 0.27 (0.6) 8.67 7.60 1.14∗∗∗ (1.3)
(−1, 0] 17.49 16.19 1.3 (1.3) 18.28 16.33 1.12∗∗ (1.2)
(0, 1] 47.27 47.54 −0.27 (−0.2) 24.95 24.49 1.02 (1.0)
(1, 2] 24.37 25.82 −1.45 (−1.2) 20.82 21.12 0.99 (0.9)
(2, 4] 6.14 5.93 0.21 (0.4) 10.02 9.18 1.09∗ (1.2)
(4,+∞) 0.71 0.62 0.09 (0.4) 4.46 2.85 1.56∗∗∗ (2.5)

Subjective midpoint 0.66 0.68 −0.02 (−0.6) 0.61 0.60 1.03 (1.1)
Notes: This Table complements Table 1. It shows the sample mean (µi) and the sample standard deviation
σi from group i = P,D for the sample between 2014 Q4 and 2017 Q3, i.e., during the experiment. P (D)
denotes the respondents who were asked for a point (density) forecast first. t and F statistics respectively for
the mean- and variance-comparison tests are given in parentheses. Significance levels: ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01,
∗∗∗ p < 0.001.

earlier, is centred around the same value for both groups). What question ordering does seem
to affect is the (lack of) consensus as to the probability of rarer events, i.e., disinflation and
high inflation. Nonetheless, identifying a pattern is difficult, for the significant differences in
standard deviations between the two groups only reflect a cumulated probability of 30 percent.

Third, Table 3 reports the sample mean subjective midpoints of the density forecasts for
both groups. The −0.02 percentage points difference in the sample mean midpoint between
the two groups is not statistically significant.

Overall, the results suggest that the point forecast question reacts much more sensitively
to question ordering than the density forecast. Asking for a density seems to be a more robust
way of retrieving inflation expectations as it seems to be unaffected by question ordering.

In a next step, we analyse the differences between point forecasts and subjective midpoints
within each group, i.e., the so-called forecast inconsistencies. The panels on the left of Figure 3
plot as a time series the quarterly averages of point forecasts (blue dashed lines) and subjective
midpoints (green dashed lines), as well as the differences between the two (i.e., the forecast
inconsistencies, red dotted lines) respectively for the pre-experiment sample (top panels) and
the experiment sample broken down by question ordering (middle and bottom panels).17 The
red dashed lines surrounding the series of mean forecast inconsistencies are the lower and upper
bounds of the 95 percent confidence interval (CI) for the difference between the mean of point

17Note that Figure 3 also shows the trial period of the experiment (2014 Q1 – 2014 Q3) for each group
although, as we argued before, it does not provide a reliable assessment of the treatment effect. All the
comments exposed here therefore do not consider this period, despite the robustness in doing so.
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1) Point Forecast 0.92 0.76 0.16∗∗∗ (4.3) 0.63 0.67 0.94 (0.9)
Two-years-ahead inflation expec-
tation

2) Density Forecast
Probability that two-years-ahead
inflation lie within. . .
(−∞,−4] 0.11 0.07 0.04 (0.8) 1.29 0.46 2.8∗∗∗ (8.0)
(−4,−2] 0.45 0.64 −0.19 (−1.5) 1.59 2.75 0.58∗∗∗ (0.3)
(−2,−1] 3.46 3.19 0.27 (0.6) 8.67 7.60 1.14∗∗∗ (1.3)
(−1, 0] 17.49 16.19 1.3 (1.3) 18.28 16.33 1.12∗∗ (1.2)
(0, 1] 47.27 47.54 −0.27 (−0.2) 24.95 24.49 1.02 (1.0)
(1, 2] 24.37 25.82 −1.45 (−1.2) 20.82 21.12 0.99 (0.9)
(2, 4] 6.14 5.93 0.21 (0.4) 10.02 9.18 1.09∗ (1.2)
(4,+∞) 0.71 0.62 0.09 (0.4) 4.46 2.85 1.56∗∗∗ (2.5)

Subjective midpoint 0.66 0.68 −0.02 (−0.6) 0.61 0.60 1.03 (1.1)
Notes: This Table complements Table 1. It shows the sample mean (µi) and the sample standard deviation
σi from group i = P,D for the sample between 2014 Q4 and 2017 Q3, i.e., during the experiment. P (D)
denotes the respondents who were asked for a point (density) forecast first. t and F statistics respectively for
the mean- and variance-comparison tests are given in parentheses. Significance levels: ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01,
∗∗∗ p < 0.001.

earlier, is centred around the same value for both groups). What question ordering does seem
to affect is the (lack of) consensus as to the probability of rarer events, i.e., disinflation and
high inflation. Nonetheless, identifying a pattern is difficult, for the significant differences in
standard deviations between the two groups only reflect a cumulated probability of 30 percent.

Third, Table 3 reports the sample mean subjective midpoints of the density forecasts for
both groups. The −0.02 percentage points difference in the sample mean midpoint between
the two groups is not statistically significant.

Overall, the results suggest that the point forecast question reacts much more sensitively
to question ordering than the density forecast. Asking for a density seems to be a more robust
way of retrieving inflation expectations as it seems to be unaffected by question ordering.

In a next step, we analyse the differences between point forecasts and subjective midpoints
within each group, i.e., the so-called forecast inconsistencies. The panels on the left of Figure 3
plot as a time series the quarterly averages of point forecasts (blue dashed lines) and subjective
midpoints (green dashed lines), as well as the differences between the two (i.e., the forecast
inconsistencies, red dotted lines) respectively for the pre-experiment sample (top panels) and
the experiment sample broken down by question ordering (middle and bottom panels).17 The
red dashed lines surrounding the series of mean forecast inconsistencies are the lower and upper
bounds of the 95 percent confidence interval (CI) for the difference between the mean of point

17Note that Figure 3 also shows the trial period of the experiment (2014 Q1 – 2014 Q3) for each group
although, as we argued before, it does not provide a reliable assessment of the treatment effect. All the
comments exposed here therefore do not consider this period, despite the robustness in doing so.
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Figure 3: The Effect of Question Ordering on Forecast Inconsistencies
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Notes: Left panels plot quarterly averages of point forecasts and subjective midpoints, as
well as their differences together with the 95% CI bands thereof assuming equal variances.
Right panels plot quarterly standard deviations of the same variables, as well as their
ratio together with the 95% CI bands thereof. Each row considers a different subsample:
pre-experiment (2012 Q1 – 2013 Q4), and experiment (2014 Q1 – 2017 Q3) by question
ordering.

forecasts and the mean of subjective midpoints, computed separately for each quarter through
two-sample mean-comparison t-tests assuming equal variances. In a very similar fashion,
the right panels show the quarterly standard deviations of point forecasts and subjective
midpoints as well as their ratios. The dashed lines surrounding these ratios are the bounds of
the 95 percent CI thereof, computed separately for each quarter through two-sample variance-
comparison F -tests.

Focusing first on the left panels of Figure 3 allows us to assess the effect of question ordering
on forecast consistency. A quick comparison between the top and middle panels tells us that
the P group indeed follows the pattern of the pre-experiment sample. In fact, similar to prior
to the experiment, those who submitted a point forecast first during the experiment provided
on average point forecasts sometimes higher, sometimes lower than their respective midpoints,
but for a difference that can almost never be considered significantly different from zero.

By contrast, forecasters from the D group systematically submitted point forecasts that
were higher on average than their subjective midpoints. Strikingly, this overstatement of in-
flation made by point forecasts relative to density forecasts is statistically significant at the
quarterly level for almost every period. We thus observe a strong treatment effect: switch-
ing the order by asking for the density forecast before the point forecast exerts an upward
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Table 4: Forecast Inconsistencies and Treatment Effect

Obs. Inconsistency Treatment Effect

Quarter ND NP ∆D ∆P ∆D −∆P p-value
2014 Q4 56 61 0.26 0.10 0.16 0.04
2015 Q1 57 59 0.19 0.10 0.09 0.20
2015 Q2 50 55 0.35 -0.03 0.38 0.00
2015 Q3 52 49 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.15
2015 Q4 57 57 0.28 0.00 0.28 0.00
2016 Q1 51 57 0.13 0.08 0.05 0.29
2016 Q2 54 51 0.22 -0.02 0.24 0.00
2016 Q3 52 50 0.22 0.12 0.10 0.21
2016 Q4 48 51 0.16 0.10 0.06 0.21
2017 Q1 55 51 0.25 0.10 0.15 0.04
2017 Q2 49 45 0.30 0.10 0.20 0.03
2017 Q3 50 51 0.39 0.07 0.32 0.00
Pooled 631 637 0.26 0.08 0.18 0.00

Notes: The Table displays, for each quarter of the experiment, the number of
respondents Ni and the average inconsistency ∆i for each group i = P,D as
well as the difference thereof. The last column displays the p-value of the t-test
that this difference ∆D − ∆P is positive, under the null hypothesis that it is
zero (assuming equal variances). The last row considers the pooled sample.

pressure on point forecasts relative to midpoints, thereby producing an increase in forecast
inconsistencies.

Nevertheless, to give a formal appraisal of the average treatment effect and its significance,
we need to go one step further and compare the average inconsistencies between the two
orderings. This is comparable to a difference in differences approach: because point forecasts
are on average higher than subjective midpoints for both groups as shown in Figure 3, only the
difference between the respective discrepancy captures the causal effect of question ordering.
To this end, Table 4 summarizes by quarter the number of respondents Ni and the average
forecast inconsistency ∆i for each group i = P,D as well as the difference thereof, which
captures the average treatment effect. The last column displays the p-value of the t-test that
this difference ∆D −∆P is positive, under the null hypothesis that it is zero (assuming equal
variances).

For every quarter of the experiment, the average treatment effect is positive. In seven out
of twelve quarters, it is significantly so at the 95 percent level. The pooled sample tells us
that the discrepancy between point forecasts and subjective midpoints is on average positive
and significantly higher by 0.18 percentage points of inflation for the D group than for the
P group. Clearly, imposing an alternative ordering by requesting a density forecast before a
point forecast causes forecast inconsistencies to widen significantly.

Finally, looking at the right panels of Figure 3 provides an indication of the plausibility of
our results. The standard deviation of point forecasts (or subjective midpoints) is a measure
of disagreement and is often used in the literature as a proxy for general uncertainty.18 We in-
terpret the quasi-permanent conservation of the null hypothesis (i.e., that standard deviations

18Because the quarterly sample size of each question ordering is half the size of the pre-experiment sample,
the volatility of the series becomes mechanically lower.
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are equal) for both question orderings as evidence that question ordering affects the amount of
inconsistencies, but not the general level of disagreement among forecasters. In other words,
asking for a density forecast first intensifies the discrepancies between point forecasts and mid-
points, but does so without distorting their respective dispersion. We can thus exclude that
the experiment itself came as a surprise which would in turn drive our results.

All in all, the results from the parametric approach confirm those of the non-parametric
one by unambiguously pointing towards the presence of question effects in surveys about
inflation expectations. In particular, we find that asking for the density forecast before the
point forecast results almost systematically in a statistically significant discrepancy between
point forecasts and midpoints, with point forecasts overstating the level of inflation suggested
by the density forecast. By contrast, asking for the point forecast first appears to produce
differences between midpoints and point forecasts that are of no statistical significance. The
difference in the level of consistency between the two question orderings ultimately underscores
the causal interpretation of our results.

5 Discussion
5.1 Is Anchoring at Play?

In the previous section, we observed that asking for the density forecast before the point
forecast results almost systematically in a statistically significant discrepancy between point
forecasts and subjective midpoints, with point forecasts overstating the level of inflation sug-
gested by density forecasts. Could some form of anchoring be at play? One may argue that for
a respondent who first sees the density, the point estimate will likely be anchored to the range
that was shown in the density question. If anchoring is at play, we would expect the following
for those, who give a density forecast first: i) a lower variance of the point forecasts and ii)
a distribution of the point forecasts centred around zero due to the symmetry of the bins. It
appears that the latter hypothesis can be discarded by looking at Table 3. The mean point
forecasts of the D group are further away from zero than those of the P group. The former
hypothesis seems to apply to a certain extent. The point estimates from respondents who give
a density forecast first have an overall standard deviation of 0.04 lower (in terms of inflation)
than the other group. However, this difference is not statistically significant.19 As far as the
data can tell, anchoring did not cause the point estimates to be more narrowly distributed. Of
course, to study the effects of anchoring thoroughly, we would have to run further treatments.
However, this goes beyond the scope of this paper and the data at hand do not allow us to
draw further conclusions.

5.2 Regression Analysis
What drives forecast inconsistencies? As we have already noted, question ordering does.

However, other factors such as firm’s characteristics or uncertainty might very well be influenc-
ing the discrepancy between density forecasts and point forecasts. To address this question,
we make use of the firm’s attributes present in our data, define a measure of uncertainty and
estimate two models: a logistic regression and a linear regression.

19Actually, the null hypothesis of equal variance cannot be rejected in any single quarter.
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Table 5: Recoding Attributes in Binary Variables

Variable Observations
N ND NP

Attributes
3) Turnover 1255 625 630
For the last financial year (millions CHF)
0 = [0, 500) 809 395 414
1 = [500,+∞) 446 230 216

4) Openness 1222 616 606
Share of revenues earned abroad
1 = [0, 1/3) 517 256 261
0 = [1/3, 1] 705 360 345

5) Sector 1256 624 632
0 = Construction & Manufacturing 693 350 343
1 = Services 563 274 289

Notes: The table displays the number of observations for each attribute
after recoding them in binary variable. For the original data, see Table 1.

Recall that we have information about a) the turnover, b) the share of revenues earned
abroad and c) the operating sector of the respondent’s firm. To be parsimonious, we recode
these three attributes into binary variables. For each of them, Table 5 displays the threshold
we chose as well as the number of observations falling in each category by question ordering.
Note, that neither group is over- or underrepresented in terms of their question ordering, so
that we can exclude that attrition is correlated with the attributes.20

We coded the dummy variables so that we expect the value 1 to be associated with more
consistency. First, we consider a turnover greater than or equal to CHF 500 million to be
a high turnover. A higher turnover should reflect a higher size and access to better data,
or a greater need for quality forecasts. Second, we define a share of revenues earned abroad
between zero and one third as low openness. Arguably, a domestically oriented firm is more
likely to depend on national rather than international prospects, and thus to monitor local
prices accurately. Finally, firms from the services sector could be associated with higher levels
of technology or financial market knowledge, and thus with more rigorous forecasts.

As a measure of uncertainty at the individual level, we argue as Clements (2010) that the
number of bins that are assigned a positive probability by the respondent is a good proxy for
the variance of the density function underlying forecasters’ expectations over future inflation.
The advantage of this measure is that it is non-parametric and readily available.21 Similarly, we
recode this variable as a dummy whose value is 1 if the number of bins used by the respondent
is lower than or equal to 3 (i.e if the forecast is of high certainty) and 0 otherwise.

We turn now to our baseline model, the logistic regression (logit). In this respect, suppose
we have N independent realizations {yj}j=1,...,N of a random variable Yj . Let
Yj ∼ Bernoulli(λc

j) and yj be equal to 1 if respondent j is consistent and 0 otherwise. We can

20Table 11 in the Appendix A.5 explores the correlations between firm attributes. There is little correlation
present in the data.

21Appendix A.3 explores the robustness of our results to using parametric evaluations of subjective dispersion.
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then model the probability λc
j using a linear predictor function according to

logit(λc
j) = djα+ x′jβ + zjγ, (1)

where dj is a dummy for the treatment group, xj a vector of attributes, zj a measure of
uncertainty, and α, β, γ a set of parameters. We then estimate the regression coefficients in
Equation (1) through maximum likelihood estimation.

This specification makes use of our non-parametric assessment of consistency. The idea
here is to predict the likelihood that a forecaster will produce a consistent forecast based on his
or her question ordering, the characteristics of his or her employing firm, and the uncertainty
surrounding his or her forecast. However, since the coefficients that Equation (1) yields are
log odds and thereby difficult to interpret, we compute and report the marginal probability
changes evaluated at means associated with a discrete change away from the reference category.
Because we coded our binary regressors such that switching away from the reference category
(i.e., from zero to one) should increase the probability of being consistent, our estimates will
tell us by how much it does at the margin for an average respondent.22

As an alternative model, we use our parametric assessment of consistency and estimate
the following linear regression (LR):

−|∆j | = djα̃+ x′j β̃ + zj γ̃ + ε̃j , (2)

where |∆j | is the absolute difference between the point forecast and the midpoint given by
respondent j, α̃, β̃, γ̃ a new set of parameters, and ε̃j are i.i.d. errors.

Considering the distance in absolute terms and negating it makes our two specifications
comparable, because it recovers our notion of consistency in levels. In particular, all else equal,
each coefficient can be interpreted as the average marginal increase in closeness between sub-
jective midpoints and point forecasts produced by switching away from the reference category
of the dummy regressors. While Equation (1) provides estimates to be interpreted in terms of
probabilities, Equation (2) yields estimates in terms of percentage points of inflation. There-
fore, the linear regression model will serve us both as an assessment of the robustness of the
results under the logit, and as an indication of their economic significance.

Table 6 displays the results from our two specifications based either on midpoint consistency
(columns (1) and (2)) or on median consistency (columns (3) and (4)). Note that to account
for potential global time-varying factors, we include in all our models time-fixed effects.23,24

As mentioned above, the logit coefficients (odd columns) show the marginal increase in the
probability of being consistent induced by a discrete change of the variable in row, when all
the other variables take their mean value. LR coefficients (even columns) express the average
percentage point increase in closeness between the centre of the density forecast and the point
forecast associated with the same change.

22Recall that the logistic transform is a nonlinear combination of the regressors, so that we need to fix their
value to assess marginal probability changes. We take their sample respective means.

23A caveat of our approach, however, is that we cannot control for individual fixed effects. This is not a
problem insofar as forecasters’ ability to be consistent through time is not correlated with our regressors. In
other words, we need to make the assumption that this ability is unobservable by employers and that there is
no self-selection of better forecasters into certain types of firms. Since this may be argued to be a somewhat
strong assumption, one should interpret our estimates as upper bounds.

24All our results are robust to the non-inclusion of time-fixed effects.
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Table 6: Logit and LR of Midpoint and Median Consistency on Attributes

Subjective Midpoint Subjective Median

Logit LR Logit LR
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Point Forecast First 0.0635∗∗ 0.0716∗∗ 0.0285 0.102∗∗
(2.82) (3.96) (1.06) (4.36)

High Certainty 0.0723∗∗ 0.0513 0.103∗∗∗ 0.0726∗∗
(3.21) (1.84) (5.54) (3.24)

High Turnover 0.0668∗∗∗ 0.0560∗∗∗ 0.0333 0.0439∗∗
(3.69) (4.61) (1.27) (3.34)

Low Openness 0.00959 0.00818 0.00964 0.0438∗
(0.40) (0.37) (0.55) (2.62)

Services Sector 0.0352∗ 0.0416 -0.0194 -0.00636
(2.06) (1.54) (-1.00) (-0.36)

Constant -0.502∗∗∗ -0.597∗∗∗
(-19.95) (-22.63)

Notes: t statistics in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001. N = 1217. Logistic
regression (logit) models use the proportion of consistent forecasts as the dependent variable,
whereas linear regression (LR) models use the negative absolute difference between the point
forecast and the central tendency measure derived from the density forecast. Logit coefficients
represent marginal probability changes evaluated at means. All models include time fixed
effects, and standard errors are clustered at the quarterly level.

Overall, the results confirm our previous findings that question ordering matters. Focusing
on subjective midpoints first, column (1) indicates that an average forecaster (in term of its
other characteristics) is as much as 6.35 percent more likely to submit a consistent forecast if
he or she is asked for a point forecast first. Column (2) tells us that such ordering makes the
point forecast on average closer to the subjective midpoint by 7.16 basis points.25

In addition, Table 6 suggests that consistency depends on some firms’ attributes and
certainty as well. First, being more certain induces a marginal increase of 7.23 percent in
the probability of being consistent. However, it does not seem to exert a significant effect
on the closeness between subjective midpoints and point forecasts. Second, if the respondent
works in a firm with a high turnover, the probability marginally increases by 6.68 percent, and
reduces the distance between the midpoint and the point forecast by 5.6 basis points. Third, we
cannot say that openness has an impact on consistency in either specification. Fourth, although
consistency in levels does not seem to significantly vary with the sector in which the firm
operates (column (2)), it appears that switching to the service industry marginally increases
the probability for the average forecaster to be consistent by 3.52 percentage points. Finally,
the constant reflects part of our previous results, saying that a rather uncertain forecaster
working in a small open construction or manufacturing firm hands in a point forecast on
average 0.5 percentage points away from the midpoint if he or she submits a density forecast
first.

We now inspect median consistency to assess the robustness of these results. The logistic
regression in this context (column (3)) globally suggest a similar picture but with somewhat

25A basis point is a hundredth of a percent of inflation.
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effects, and standard errors are clustered at the quarterly level.

Overall, the results confirm our previous findings that question ordering matters. Focusing
on subjective midpoints first, column (1) indicates that an average forecaster (in term of its
other characteristics) is as much as 6.35 percent more likely to submit a consistent forecast if
he or she is asked for a point forecast first. Column (2) tells us that such ordering makes the
point forecast on average closer to the subjective midpoint by 7.16 basis points.25

In addition, Table 6 suggests that consistency depends on some firms’ attributes and
certainty as well. First, being more certain induces a marginal increase of 7.23 percent in
the probability of being consistent. However, it does not seem to exert a significant effect
on the closeness between subjective midpoints and point forecasts. Second, if the respondent
works in a firm with a high turnover, the probability marginally increases by 6.68 percent, and
reduces the distance between the midpoint and the point forecast by 5.6 basis points. Third, we
cannot say that openness has an impact on consistency in either specification. Fourth, although
consistency in levels does not seem to significantly vary with the sector in which the firm
operates (column (2)), it appears that switching to the service industry marginally increases
the probability for the average forecaster to be consistent by 3.52 percentage points. Finally,
the constant reflects part of our previous results, saying that a rather uncertain forecaster
working in a small open construction or manufacturing firm hands in a point forecast on
average 0.5 percentage points away from the midpoint if he or she submits a density forecast
first.

We now inspect median consistency to assess the robustness of these results. The logistic
regression in this context (column (3)) globally suggest a similar picture but with somewhat

25A basis point is a hundredth of a percent of inflation.
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less statistical significance. In fact, only certainty turns out to significantly raise the probability
of consistency. Moreover, the service sector dummy now exerts a negative marginal effect—
although not significant—on such probability. Column (4) on the other hand reveals that
the linear regression model performs better than its counterpart from column (2). We can
indeed infer that all our dummy variables except for the sectoral one provokes a positive and
significant effect on forecast consistency as measured by the closeness between subjective point
forecasts and the median of the density forecasts.

Interestingly, the positive effect on consistency of question ordering and certainty is of
higher magnitude than in column (2). This result together with the non-significance of the
corresponding coefficient in column (3) indicates that question ordering makes little difference
in the marginal probability that the misalignment between the median and the point forecast
exceeds a relevant threshold but stills makes this misalignment on average greater by 10.2
basis points when the density forecast is asked first. In addition, the constant term reveals a
greater discrepancy than in column (2). This reinforces our previous argument that subjective
midpoints capture the information relevant to point forecasts better than medians.

5.3 Interpretation
We unambiguously showed one should consider question effects in economic surveys. In

particular, we find strong evidence that question ordering distorts the internal consistency of
two-year-ahead inflation forecasts. However, question ordering not only affects the amount of
inconsistencies, it also influences the direction in which the mismatch occurs. Moreover, the
results from our regression analysis indicate that, beyond question ordering, several factors
can affect the amount and the level of inconsistencies. Specifically, we find that more certainty
and greater firm size (as measured by the turnover) are associated with more consistencies
in a robust manner. Some evidence suggests that sector and openness of firms also affect
consistency, but with somewhat less significance.

Are our results in line with the literature on question effects we laid out in Section 2? Note,
all surveys being analysed so far had the same ordering: point forecast first, density forecast
second. In line with this literature we find that forecast inconsistencies persistently occur.
The literature on forecast inconsistencies also finds that point forecasts tend to underestimate
inflation with respect to their density forecast. Our findings regarding underestimation for
the ordering point forecast first, density forecasts second are mixed. Our results of the non-
parametric approach tend slightly towards underestimation, while our results of the parametric
approach tend slightly towards overestimation.

Our contribution to this literature lies in the additional insight question ordering brings
to the debate. When we switch the order of the questions, i.e., when the density forecast
precedes the point forecast, we detect a clear overestimation both for the non-parametric and
for the parametric approach. We observe that mainly the answers to the point forecast were
affected by the switch in the order, while the density forecasts remained robust. The literature
on question effects in cognitive science finds the following explanation: Answers to a general
question are affected by its position, while those to a specific or more detailed one are not. If
one interprets the point forecast to be a general question about two-years-ahead inflation and
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the density forecast to be a specific or more detailed one thereabout, then our results are in
line with cognitive science.

To the extent that qualitative investigations about the way forecasts are produced revealed
a great reliance on “judgement” and that forecasters are likely to be heterogeneous, our results
should not come as a surprise. It is rather unclear which of the mean, median, mode or
even quantile of the density forecast should match the point forecast. Our findings suggest
that when designing a survey, if one wishes to minimize inconsistencies, one should place the
question of the point forecast first. If one is limited in the number of questions that can
be included in a survey, one should opt for a question on density forecasts. These sorts of
questions seem to be less sensitive to question ordering, and in addition, they reveal more
information.

6 Conclusions
We showed that question ordering matters in economic surveys and is relevant for questions

on inflation expectations. While the answers to the point forecast were sensitive to the order
in the survey, the answers to the density forecast were basically unaffected. We found that
inconsistencies between the point forecasts and measures of central tendency derived from
density forecasts are sizeable in the data and are increased if respondents submit a density
forecast before a point forecast. Firms’ characteristics seem to play a role as well in the sense
that size and economic sector relate to inconsistencies, as does uncertainty.

These results suggest that the design of surveys also matters in regard to economics. When
gauging expectations on macroeconomic variables from surveys, policymakers and market
participants alike should be aware that biases due to question effects might be at play. This
should not imply that surveys are not a useful policy instrument; on the contrary, they deliver
additional information compared to market data, or sometimes cover areas where no market
data exist. If one is limited in the number of questions that can be included in a survey, we
suggest focusing on density forecasts since they seem to be more robust to question effects,
and, by their nature, they convey more information than simple point forecasts.
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A Appendix
A.1 Data

We compile our data by assembling Deloitte’s quarterly surveys into a larger dataset.
Because we focus on forecast inconsistencies, we drop all observations for which either the
point forecast or the density forecast on inflation expectations is missing (the survey does not
force the box to be filled in). This occurred 246 times out of 1,514 for the experiment sample,
and 129 out of 1,251 for the pre-experiment one. A missing density forecast occurs when none
of the intervals is used. When at least one interval contains a positive probability, we interpret
unused intervals as zero-probability intervals.

Furthermore, the probabilities assigned to the intervals occasionally do not add up to a 100
percent (the survey does not require answers to do so). For 93.5 percent of all observations
however, the probabilities add up to 100 percent. For 97.7 percent of them, their sum is
comprised between 90 and 110 or is equal to one. All the remaining observations range between
0.3 and 500. Nevertheless, to conserve the full information of our sample, we normalize all the
probabilities so that they add up to 100 percent.

A.2 Distribution Fitting
As mentioned in Section 4, assuming that all the mass of the density forecast lies at the

centre of each bin tends to overstate the level of uncertainty if the underlying distribution is
thought to be bell-shaped. Although we do not make explicit use of the second moment of
the density forecasts, it is worth considering an alternative parametric approach to assess the
robustness of our results.

Thus, following Giordani and Söderlind (2003), we can assume that each forecaster’s density
forecast is normally distributed, and solve for each individual parameter through numerical
optimization. Formally, we would like to estimate for each respondent j ∈ {1, ..., N} the
subjective mean µj and the subjective variance σ2

j according to

min
µ̂j ,σ̂2

j

K∑
k=1

(P [Lk < Zj ≤ Uk]− pj,k)
2,

where K is the number of bins, Zj ∼ N (µj , σ
2
j ), Lk and Uk respectively denote the lower and

upper bound of bin k, and pj,k the probability associated by respondent j to bin k. In other
words, we pick the set of parameters that minimizes the sum of squared differences between
the probability mass lying under the curve of a normal density following these parameters,
and the probability mass assigned by the respondent.

When the number of bins used by the respondent does not exceed two, the fitting may not
be satisfying. To address this issue in a simple manner we assume 1) a uniform distribution
within the bin if only one bin is used, and 2) that the mass lies at the centre of the bin if
exactly two bins are used. The first assumption avoids a subjective variance of 0. Note that
this procedure slightly differs from the one used by Giordani and Söderlind (2003) since we
have to address bins of different sizes. However, these two special cases occur in less than 20
percent of our experiment sample, and thus should not be of critical importance.

Overall, this specification is somewhat more restrictive than the one we use in the paper,
as it assumes that the underlying distribution is symmetric and unimodal. Nevertheless, it is
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appealing in that it equates the mean, the mode and the median. Appendix A.3 shows the
results associated with this approach.

A.3 Robustness
Non-Parametric Mode.— One could argue that the mode of the density forecast is re-

ported as the point forecast rather than the midpoint or the median. To address the plausibility
of such a hypothesis, we apply the same non-parametric exercise to this statistic.

The non-parametric subjective mode is taken as the bin itself to which is assigned the
highest probability. When the highest probability is assigned to more than one bin, we take
the bin that is closest to the midpoint. We do so because it prevents the need to address cases
involving bins of different sizes, or cases of multi-modal density forecasts.

For each quarter and by question ordering, Table 7 displays the proportion of respondents
whose point forecast lies respectively within, below or above its consistency level.

Table 7: Mode Consistency by Question Ordering

Subjective Mode

Consistent Below Above

Quarter λc
P λc

D λb
P λb

D λa
P λa

D

2014 Q4 73.8 73.2 16.4 3.6 9.8 23.2
2015 Q1 74.6 75.4 18.6 12.3 6.8 12.3
2015 Q2 70.9 64.0 20.0 4.0 9.1 32.0
2015 Q3 85.7 73.1 10.2 7.7 4.1 19.2
2015 Q4 77.2 71.9 17.5 7.0 5.3 21.1
2016 Q1 80.7 74.5 14.0 13.7 5.3 11.8
2016 Q2 64.7 64.8 29.4 7.4 5.9 27.8
2016 Q3 82.0 59.6 10.0 13.5 8.0 26.9
2016 Q4 86.3 79.2 9.8 6.3 3.9 14.6
2017 Q1 78.4 65.5 13.7 9.1 7.8 25.5
2017 Q2 73.3 79.6 17.8 8.2 8.9 12.2
2017 Q3 80.4 74.0 11.8 2.0 7.8 24.0
Pooled 77.2 71.2 15.9 7.9 6.9 20.9
Notes: See Table 2 in the paper for details.

All the conclusions drawn from Table 2 are conserved. Asking for a point forecast first yields
point forecasts that are more frequently mode-consistent than asking for a density forecast first
by a 6 percentage points average margin. Moreover, we observe a stronger discrepancy between
the two question orderings in regard to inconsistent forecasts. In particular, an inconsistent
point forecast is way more likely to lie below its consistent level if the point forecast is asked
first, but way more likely to lie above it if the density forecast is asked first.

Normally Fitted Parameters.— Figure 4 shows the effect of question ordering on fore-
cast inconsistencies when we use the subjective means stemming from the normal density
fitting approach described in Appendix A.2 instead of the subjective midpoints.

Clearly, the picture yields the same general interpretation as to the effect of question
ordering on forecast inconsistencies. For the experiment sample, although we observe a slightly
higher degree of inconsistencies for the P group compared to using midpoint (see Figure 3 in
the paper), these quarterly average inconsistencies remain of rather low statistical significance.
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Figure 4: Treatment Effect Under An Alternative Parametric Approach
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Notes: See Figure 3 in the paper for details.

By contrast, the null hypothesis of equal means between point forecasts and subjective means
can still be rejected for every single quarter regarding the D group. The treatment effect under
this specification remains qualitatively unchanged, as indicated by Table 8. Indeed, with a
significant average difference in inconsistencies of 0.19 percentage points of inflation, we reject
the null hypothesis that this difference is zero at the quarterly level in seven out of twelve
cases.

Table 9 displays the results from the linear regression estimated in Equation (2) when we
use the subjective means from the fitted normal distributions instead of the midpoints in the
computation of the dependent variable.

The cells are therefore the coefficients from the linear regression of the absolute difference
in negative terms between the point forecasts and the subjective means on question ordering,
certainty and firm characteristics. Column (1′) considers the exact same variable of certainty
as in the paper (c.f. Table 6), while column (2′) considers an alternative dummy variable based
on the subjective standard deviation derived from the normal fitting approach. Namely, its
value is one if the subjective standard deviation is less than or equal to 0.6, and zero otherwise.
The value of 0.6 was chosen because it is the median subjective standard deviation in the full
sample.

Comparing column (1′) here with its counterpart in Table 6 (i.e., column (2)) leads to the
exact same conclusions. Furthermore, looking at column (2′) reinforces the view that more
certainty (at the individual level) is associated with a higher degree of consistency. Using
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Table 8: Forecast Inconsistencies and Treatment Effect

Obs. Inconsistency Treatment Effect

Quarter ND NP ∆D ∆P ∆D −∆P p-value
2014 Q4 56 61 0.31 0.09 0.22 0.01
2015 Q1 57 59 0.24 0.09 0.15 0.09
2015 Q2 50 55 0.41 0.01 0.39 0.00
2015 Q3 52 49 0.31 0.22 0.09 0.15
2015 Q4 57 57 0.32 0.04 0.29 0.00
2016 Q1 51 57 0.17 0.10 0.08 0.18
2016 Q2 54 51 0.25 -0.01 0.26 0.00
2016 Q3 52 50 0.24 0.16 0.08 0.25
2016 Q4 48 51 0.21 0.13 0.08 0.16
2017 Q1 55 51 0.33 0.12 0.20 0.01
2017 Q2 49 45 0.34 0.14 0.19 0.02
2017 Q3 50 51 0.42 0.14 0.28 0.00
Pooled 631 637 0.29 0.10 0.19 0.00
Notes: See Table 4 in the paper for details.

Table 9: LR of Subjective Mean Consistency on Attributes

Subjective Mean

(1′) (2′)
Point Forecast First 0.0870∗∗∗ 0.0862∗∗∗

(4.68) (4.93)

High Certainty 0.0425 0.105∗∗
(1.53) (3.26)

High Turnover 0.0537∗∗ 0.0559∗∗
(3.94) (4.41)

Low Openness 0.0230 0.0148
(1.19) (0.71)

Services Sector 0.0142 0.0107
(0.47) (0.36)

Constant -0.486∗∗∗ -0.515∗∗∗
(-16.75) (-17.75)

Notes: See Table 6 in the paper for details.

a parametric measure of certainty, namely, the subjective standard deviation recoded into a
dummy variable, makes the corresponding coefficient highly significant.

Overall, we argue that all our results are robust to adopting the alternative parametric ap-
proach described in Appendix A.2, which consists in fitting normal distributions to individual
density forecasts. Using the subjective means instead of the midpoints yields the same general
conclusions.

A.4 Treatment Effect in Non-Paramteric Approach
In Table 2 we show, by group, the percentage of respondents whose point forecast is

respectively consistent with, below and above the central tendency of the corresponding density
forecast. For the sake of clarity, the table does not show the significance of the differences
between groups. Doing so would amount to assessing the treatment effect of our experiment,
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which we document in a more sophisticated way through the parametric approach (namely, in
Table 4).

Since it still may be of interest, Table 10 displays the differences between the two groups
in the proportions along with the p-value for the corresponding (not shown) t-statistics. The
null hypothesis is that the proportion of respondents is the same regardless of the question
ordering, and the test assumes equal variance.

Table 10: Group Differences in Forecast Consistency

Subjective Midpoint Subjective Median

Consistent Below Above Consistent Below Above

Quarter ∆λc p ∆λb p ∆λa p ∆λc p ∆λb p ∆λa p
2014 Q4 -1.8 0.80 8.1 0.07 -6.2 0.32 0.7 0.93 13.0 0.01 -13.7 0.06
2015 Q1 14.7 0.07 -2.1 0.71 -12.6 0.07 0.9 0.91 4.7 0.48 -5.6 0.35
2015 Q2 12.5 0.17 6.5 0.30 -19.1 0.01 7.3 0.44 17.8 0.01 -25.1 0.00
2015 Q3 10.6 0.20 0.2 0.95 -10.8 0.16 6.5 0.45 2.4 0.64 -8.9 0.24
2015 Q4 5.3 0.52 15.8 0.00 -21.1 0.00 5.3 0.51 14.0 0.01 -19.3 0.00
2016 Q1 7.3 0.30 2.9 0.57 -10.2 0.06 -1.2 0.88 4.4 0.45 -3.2 0.61
2016 Q2 -5.0 0.53 13.9 0.02 -8.9 0.14 -11.9 0.22 22.0 0.00 -10.1 0.22
2016 Q3 14.8 0.07 0.2 0.96 -15.1 0.04 24.4 0.01 -5.5 0.38 -18.9 0.01
2016 Q4 -0.9 0.91 3.7 0.45 -2.8 0.68 1.2 0.88 1.7 0.70 -2.9 0.69
2017 Q1 4.0 0.62 5.9 0.07 -9.9 0.20 3.7 0.66 8.0 0.08 -11.7 0.13
2017 Q2 -4.0 0.64 6.8 0.14 -2.8 0.72 -6.6 0.48 11.7 0.08 -5.0 0.51
2017 Q3 18.1 0.01 2.0 0.32 -20.0 0.00 10.4 0.23 7.8 0.10 -18.2 0.02
Pooled 6.4 0.01 5.5 0.00 -11.8 0.00 3.4 0.17 8.6 0.00 -12.0 0.00
Notes: ∆λk is the difference (λk

P − λk
D) between the two groups in the proportions shown in Table 2 for each

category k = c, b, a, that is, whether the point forecast lies within, below or above its level of consistency. p
denotes the p-value for the t-test that this difference is zero, assuming equal variance.

As seen in Table 10, the difference in midpoint-consistency (∆λc) is statistically significant
when one considers the pooled sample (last row). This observation is also true for the difference
in mean inconsistencies both for the share of forecasts lying below and above their consistent
level. In other words, respondents who are asked first for a density forecast tend to be less
consistent (as opposed to the other group) and when they are inconsistent, they tend to
overestimate inflation more and to underestimate it less.

In regard to median consistency, it appears that the difference in the pooled sample (∆λc)
is not significant, although the differences in the distribution of inconsistencies (∆λb and ∆λa)
are. This generally confirms our previous finding that when a point forecast is inconsistent,
it is more likely to be above (below) its consistency level if the density forecast was produced
first (second).

As for quarterly differences, they are hardly significant. This can be generally explained by
the small sample size. Nevertheless, all the figures, when they are significant, offer a consistent
view and lead to the same conclusions as above.

A.5 Correlation Between Attributes
Table 11 displays correlations between firm attributes displayed in Table 5 together with

the significance thereof. As shown in the table, there is little correlation present in the data.
In fact, only firm sector and openness correlate significantly, unsurprisingly as service firms
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tend to be more domestically oriented.

Table 11: Correlation Between Attributes

High Turnover High Openness Service Sector High Certainty
High Turnover 1
High Openness 0.04 1
Service Sector -0.04 -0.30∗∗∗ 1
High Certainty 0.02 0.00 -0.00 1
Notes: ∗∗∗ p < 0.001. Each entry is the pairwise Pearson correlation between the row and
the column variable.
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